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To say that Charlie is not very caring about the Emgrand Group is the expression of Doris
Young’s true feelings.

She knew that Charlie was in the lounge behind the office, so she said this to Charlie on
purpose.

Since the change of the Emgrand Group to Charlie, the number of times Charlie has come to
the Emgrand Group together is estimated to be no more than ten times. What makes Doris
Young helpless is that every time Charlie comes to the Emgrand Group, it is not because of
the Emgrand Group itself. thing.

In other words, Charlie, the shopkeeper, never worried about the development direction of
the Emgrand Group.

In the past, Doris Young had no opinion on this. On the contrary, she also liked the freedom of
being 100% trusted and being able to do it by herself.

However, since she had a good impression of Charlie from the bottom of her heart, Charlie’s
reckless attitude made her feel a little wronged.

This kind of grievance mainly stems from a feeling of neglect deep in my heart.

She hoped that Charlie would come to the Emgrand Group frequently, even if it was to
deprive her of her decision-making power, Charlie had the final say, and she had no opinion.

Because in that way, she would be able to see Charlie often.

Unfortunately, Charlie never took Emgrand Group seriously.

Therefore, she deliberately took this opportunity to make complaints, hoping that after
Charlie heard it, she would be more concerned about the development of the Emgrand Group
in the future.

At this moment, Charlie felt somewhat ashamed when he heard Doris Young’s spit.

Wanting to come to myself is really a complete hand-off shopkeeper.

After taking over the Emgrand Group, without asking questions, it was completely entrusted
to Doris Young to manage it.

That’s all, after Jiugen Pharmaceutical was started, he also threw it directly to Liam to
operate it.



Except for a trip to Japan in person and the pharmaceutical company that incorporated the
Kobayashi family, he has never taken care of Jiugen Pharmaceutical.

Moreover, when the ocean shipping group is launched in the future, there is a high probability
that it will not be too much trouble.

Because there will be Ziva Hank and Zara banks sitting there, and there will be Mr. Hank, a
professor of economics behind him, as the guidance and support, it seems that he is
completely useless.

Charlie couldn’t help sighing in his heart that he was indeed lucky. He met a lot of reliable and
competent subordinates and collaborators. It is precisely because of their strength that he
can be at ease as a shopkeeper.

Otherwise, I am afraid that I will be exhausted by the trivialities of several companies.

At this time, Fitz Banks, who was sitting outside, asked Doris Young with a face of disbelief:
“Why is your boss not caring about your group’s affairs? Does he have other business
outside?”

Doris Young nodded, and said: “Our boss does have other businesses out there.”

Fitz Banks suddenly felt a little puzzled.

“I originally thought that the chairman of the Emgrand Group, his net worth is only an
Emgrand Group.”

“In that case, how could the chairman of a group with a market value of 100 billion in his own
district compare to me, the eldest master of a multi-trillion asset family?”

“But looking at it this way, it seems that the chairman of the Emgrand Group has other
industries outside…”

“Furthermore, he doesn’t care about the Emgrand Group, which has a market value of 100
billion yuan, which shows that the market value of his external industry is only a lot more than
the Emgrand Group!”

“If this is the case, then this person’s strength is a bit unfathomable.”

In Fitz Banks’s view, if he has only 100 billion, then everything is clear. His ceiling is 100 billion,
which is far behind himself.

However, if he has more than one hundred billion, then everything becomes confusing.

More than 100 billion, it may be 200 billion, or it may be 300 billion or even 500 billion.

Once the ceiling is gone, then this height is not predictable by oneself.

This made Fitz Banks’s deep sense of crisis even heavier.

In fact, Fitz Banks also knows his own burden.



Although he was the eldest son of the Banks Family, he was just enjoying the aura of the
Banks Family.

Grandpa Lord Banks occupies the control of the entire Banks Family, let alone his own, even
his father has no real power.
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